
Builder: TRIBALE YACHTS

Year Built: 2025

Model: Catamaran

Price: €2,500,000 EUR

Location: Italy

LOA: 56' (17.07mm)

Beam: 26.5

Max Draft: 3' 3" (0.99mm)

TRIBALE CAT 56 — TRIBALE YACHTS

Our experienced yacht broker, Andrey Shestakov, will help you choose and buy a yacht that best suits your needs
Tribale Cat 56 — TRIBALE YACHTS from our catalogue. Presently, at Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc., we have a wide variety of yachts
available on our sale’s list. We also work in close contact with all the big yacht manufacturers from all over the world.

If you would like to buy a yacht Tribale Cat 56 — TRIBALE YACHTS or would like help answering any questions concerning purchasing,
selling or chartering a yacht, please call +1(954)274-4435

https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/tribale_yachts/tribale_cat_56/tribale_cat_56/2025/407672/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/builder/tribale_yachts/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/tribale_yachts/tribale_cat_56/tribale_cat_56/2025/407672/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/builder/tribale_yachts/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/tribale_yachts/tribale_cat_56/tribale_cat_56/2025/407672/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/our/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/our/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/popular-yacht/
https://shestakovyachtsales.com/en/yachts-for-sale/boat/tribale_yachts/tribale_cat_56/tribale_cat_56/2025/407672/
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SPECIFICATIONS

Overview

Vessel name - Tribale Cat 56Year - 2025 Length - 17.07m (56')Builder - TRIBALE YACHTSType
- CatamaranIntroducing the Tribale Cat 56, a beautifully crafted catamaran – the ultimate symbol
of nautical excellence. Constructed in 2025 by the highly reputed builder, TRIBALE YACHTS,
the Tribale Cat 56 symbolizes the acme of boat building artistry. It is not just a piece of aquatic
machinery, but a manifestation of the perfect balance between aesthetics, technology, comfort,
and seaworthiness. With a total length of 17.07 meters or 56 feet, the Tribale Cat 56 is classified
in the league of large-sized yacht vessels. But don't be deceived by its relatively modest length,
this masterfully built catamaran offers an ample interior and exterior space - a signature of
TRIBALE YACHTS’ innovative design capabilities. The ship's intelligent layout design allows
the perfect utilization of every inch, transforming every area into a functional, well-arranged living
space. The powerful stance of the Tribale Cat 56 immediately inspires a sense of respect. Her
faultless exterior lines exude a sleek, contemporary design, with the distinct catamaran double
hull, widely acclaimed for its stability and speed. It carries the sophisticated charm of a modern
vessel while also offering safety parameters that guarantee smooth navigation, even in adverse
circumstances. The hull and deck of the Tribale Cat 56 are crafted with the industry's highest
quality materials, reflecting the shipbuilder's commitment to durability and performance.
Sturdiness and resistance to extreme maritime conditions are directly proportional to this vessel's
aesthetic appeal. Tested under rigorous conditions, the Tribale Cat 56 proves itself a vessel
conceived and built to last, in all dimensions of her intricate design. The sophisticated interior of
the Tribale Cat 56 is nothing short of a floating luxury apartment. It features a spacious saloon,
elegant cabins and fully-equipped, modern kitchen, every detail reflecting the high-end
craftsmanship of TRIBALE YACHTS. The tastefully decorated interiors boast a stylish palette of
color and materials, from plush upholstered furniture to polished wooden finishes, creating an
ambiance of grandeur and comfort. The saloon is expressly designed to accommodate large
groups, facilitating community moments and grand entertainment. All cabins are exquisitely
adorned with fine linens and equipped with all the necessary amenities, ensuring absolute
convenience for all residents. The expansive windows fill the interiors with abundant natural
light, enhancing the panoramic view of the beautiful sea and sky around.Outside, the Tribale Cat
56 offers a generous deck area with ample room for relaxation or festivities. The comfortable and
spacious cockpit can easily hold a good number of guests, lending itself to social occasions. It
features a high-quality teak deck, high-grade stainless steel railings, cozy lounge chairs, and
even a dedicated area for alfresco dining. It rightly plays into the whole idea of pleasurable open-
air maritime living.Moreover, the Tribale Cat 56's technical specifications are of just as
impressive standard. Powerful engines, high-quality navigation systems, innovative sailing
equipment, and advanced safety measures equip Tribale Cat 56 to face the open sea's
challenges with dexterity and strength. For sailing enthusiasts looking for a mix of speed,
stability, comfort, and luxury, the Tribale Cat 56 outshines many of its rivals. This modern
catamaran demonstrates the capability of what skilled and innovative craftsmanship can achieve.
If the sea beckons your spirit, the Tribale Cat 56 can certainly help you answer that call with
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class, elegance, and unrivaled performance. In conclusion, the Tribale Cat 56, built by TRIBALE
YACHTS in 2025, is far more than a simple means of marine transportation. It's a real testament
to the very best in boat building. It's a vessel that doesn’t just move through the water. It owns it.
It's an exceptional feat of design and execution that turns every voyage into an experience of
pure delight.

Category: Catamaran Model Year: 2025

Year Built: 2025 Country: Italy

Basic Information

LOA: 56' (17.07mm) Beam: 26.5

Max Draft: 3' 3" (0.99mm)

Dimensions

Water Capacity: 700 Gallons Fuel Capacity: 528.34 Gal Gallons

Speed, Capacities and Weight

Total Cabins: 4 Total Berths: 4

Sleeps: 8 Total Heads: 4

Crew Cabin: 3 Crew Berths: 3

Crew Heads: 3

Accommodations
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Hull Material: Fiberglass Sandwich Deck Material: Fiberglass Sandwich

Hull Configuration: Catamaran Hull Color: white

Hull Designer: Tribale Yachts Exterior Designer: Tribale Yachts

Interior Designer: Tribale Yachts

Hull and Deck Information

Engines: 2 Manufacturer: Yanmar

Engine Type: Inboard Fuel Type: Diesel

Engine Information
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PHOTOS

TribaleCat56 night view TribaleCat56 night view 2

RB035 TribaleCat56 stern TribaleCat56 perspective 1

TribaleCat56 perspective 2 TribaleCat56 perspective 3
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TribaleCat56 perspective top vie RB035 TribaleCat56 perspective 4

TribaleCat54 cockpit TribaleCat54 front area

TribaleCat54 flybridg TribaleCat54 front area 2
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TribaleCat54 flybridge sunbed TribaleCat54 Flybridge Bar
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CONTACTS

Andrey Shestakov, leading yacht broker of the sales department of Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc.
Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc., the official representative of the Miami/Fort Lauderdale FL
headquarters.

Email:
andrey@shestakovyachtsales.com

Web: shestakovyachtsales.com/en/

Contact details

USA: +1(954)274-4435

Telephones

Monday – Saturday: 9:00 - 21:00 EDT Sunday: closed

Office hours

Harbour Towne Marina, 850 NE 3rd St,
STE 213, Dania, FL 33004

Address
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